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TRASHMASTERS 2004 - UT-CHATTANOOGA

L
Danny in It Happened In Brooklyn. Father Paul in The Miracle of the Bells. Nathan Detroit in Guys and Dolls.
Private Angelo Maggio in From Here to Eternity. Major Bennett Marco in the original Manchurian Candidate. Tabloid
reporter Mike Connor in High Society, where he hams it up with a songwriter played by Bing Crosby. FTP, what singer
played all these roles, as well as hosting a namesake TV show and being parodied decades later by Phil Hartman?
Answer:
Frank Sinatra
2.
Written by the religion book review editor of Publisher's Weekly, it divides moral issues into three themes:
personal spirituality, friends and family, and saving the world. It contains quotes from St. Francis and the Qu'ran, plus an
interview about the strict Mormon upbringing of Eliza Dushku. FTP, what Jana Reiss book takes its four-word title from
a question Xander Harris asks himself whenever he's alone and in fear of vampires?
What Would Buffy Do?
Answer:
3.
Their first NHL goal was scored by Barry Wilkins, their first NHL captain was Orlando Kurtenbach, and they've
retired number 12 to honor Stan Smy!. They're winless in two Stanley Cup finals, but their pre-NHL championships
include three Western Hockey League titles and a Pacific Coast Hockey League crown. FTP, Markus Naslund, Brendan
Morrison, and Todd Bertuzzi were the 2003-2004 points leaders of what Canadian hockey team?
Answer:
Vancouver and/or Canucks
4.
Sue and Harry were an aspiring actress and a wannabe pilot when they learned about love in the back of a Dodge.
They meet again on a rainy night in San Francisco; when he recognizes her, she assumes he's mistaken until seeing his
name on a badge. After he takes her to 16 Parks ide Lane, Sue gives Harry 20 dollars and tells him to "keep the change."
FTP, name this 1972 Harry Chapin hit whose narrator takes tips and gets stoned while driving the titular vehicle.
Answer:
Taxi
5.
The whole series has just 12 episodes, six each from 1975 and 1979. "Don't mention the war" is among the oneliners from this comedy, inspired by the night that Monty Python cast members spent in Torquay at a bed-and-breakfast
run by a rude proprietor. John Cleese stars in, FTP, what BBC series ripped off by John Larroquette in "Major Payne"?
Answer:
Fawlty Towers
6.
Defeat the Duke of Bourbon, Earl of Ego, Francois du Grimm, Lord Howard Hurtz, and Sir Psycho to get to the
King of Payne. Incite peasants and rescue damsels with the left and right ramps. Shoot the loop to joust; up the middle to
lower the drawbridge, raise the gate, and destroy the castle. FTP, name this Williams pinball game set in the Dark Ages.
Answer:
Medieval Madness
7.
The protagonist's girlfriend is a handicapped rocket scientist. The protagonist himself used to work at a cheese
factory but moves into his parents' basement, much to the dismay of the father, played by Rip Tom. The younger brother,
played by Eddie Kaye Thomas, is a successful banker whom the protagonist falsely accuses his father of sexually abusing.
FTP, name this disgusting 2001 Tom Green movie that also features the fondling of farm animals.
Freddy Got Fingered
Answer:
8.
Put the words "Me And" in front of this phrase to get the name of a Cam'Ron song featuring Charli Baltimore.
Put the word "Still" in front of it to get the name of a Babyface song. By itself, it's the title of a song about two old flames
and "that one person that will always have your heart." Both Beyonce [be-YON-say] and Alicia Keys have sung with
Usher on different versions of, FTP, what 2004 smash hit?
Answer:
My Boo
9.
W ARNlNG: TEAM AND YEAR REQUIRED. Ed Barrow managed them to a 75-51 record. Four pitchers had
an ERA of 2.25 or better, including Sam Jones, Joe Bush, and Carl Mays. Harry Hooper scored 81 runs, stole 24 bases,
and hit 13 triples. Hooper, Jack Coffey, George Whitman, and Fred Thomas each hit one of the team's 15 home runs.
FTP, what world champion got a 2.22 ERA--and 11 home runs--from outfielder/pitcher Babe Ruth?
Answer:
1918 Boston Red Sox

10.
Educated by monks, he made a living as a painter until meeting Cardinal Alexander, for whom he served as chief
architect until the pope's 1503 death. Condemned for the heretical suggestion that science could introduce us to God, he
predicted that a woman with unseen marks would bring forth his works and render the greatest power unto desolation at
vulgar cost. FrP, name this mystic genius whose artifacts are central to the TV series "Alias."
Answer:
Milo Rambaldi
11.
After some complaints, Romania's Eforie Nord resort banned people over 60 from doing this as of September
2004. Athela "Beaner" Frandsen, a Florida 15-year-old, drew unflattering aesthetic critiques from Fark users after her
headshot was shown in an Orlando Weekly article about women fighting for the right to do this wherever men can. FrP,
name this display also associated with a New York Post headline about a bar where a headless man was found.
Answer:
toplessness (accept equivalents, but do not accept or prompt on "nudity" or equivalents)
12.
The name's the same. Andrew Green directed this 2002 slasher in which partygoers at a Scottish mansion are
attacked by the ghost of the original owner. The acting is atrocious, especially that of pre-sex tape Paris Hilton.
Meanwhile, the brand name is now a Del Monte product but was made by Heinz when ads first appeared featuring a
finicky 15-pound orange tabby. FTP, what name is shared by a lame horror movie and by Morris's favorite cat food?
Answer:
Nine Lives or 9 Lives
He first appeared in The Incredible Hulk #180 as a Canadian government agent dressed in blue and yellow. Part
13.
of the "All-New, All-Different X-Men," he was nearly dropped for lack of interest until John Byrne recast him with a
brown-and-tan costume. He has extremely good sight, hearing, and smell, not to mention retractable claws. FTP, name
this comic book character, part of a love triangle with Jean Grey and Cyclops.
Answer:
Wolverine
14.
A bronze statue of her was unveiled in 2002 on Nicollet Mall, across the street from the IDS Tower, still the
tallest building in Minneapolis. Her namesake character rebounds from a broken engagement, rather than a divorce as
originally written, perhaps because writers feared viewers would mistake her character for Laura Petrie and feel sorry for
Dick Van Dyke. FTP, name this TV actress famous for tossing her hat in the opening credits of her namesake show.
Answer:
Mary Tyler Moore (prompt on "Mary Richards")
15.
Its street address is 4400 Northwest 87th Avenue. The 1999 PGA Qualifying School finals took place on its
Silver Course, redesigned by Jerry Pate. The Red Course values strategy and placement over drive length. Ray Floyd and
Greg Norman redesigned the Gold Course and Great White Course. FrP, name this 90-hole resort in Miami, best known
for the Blue Monster Course with its signature 18th-hole fountain.
Doral Golf Resort & Spa (prompt on "Blue Monster")
Answer:
One of his projects is JungleScan, a web site that tracks sales on Amazon. Customers can match up with Internet
16.
service providers on Bizient; camera phone users can post their pictures via e-mail to Mobog. Sensitive corporate
messages can be found at InternaIMemos.com, a companion site to his FuckedCompany [pronounce as "effed-company" if
squeamish]. FrP, identify this young entrepreneur who goes by a phallic three-letter nickname.
Answer:
Pud (or Philip J. Kaplan)
17.
After collaborating on the Dntel [dun-TEL] song "This Is the Dream of Evan and Chan," Jimmy Tamborello and
Ben Gibbard formed this band in 2001. Gibbard would write melodies and record vocals to go with the electronic tracks
on CDs Tamborello mailed him, leading to songs like "Such Great Heights." After an initial cease-and-desist letter, a
certain semi-independent federal agency recently agreed to marketing tie-ins with, FTP, what indie band?
Answer:
The Postal Service
18.
Settings include an observatory, a piano museum, a brewery, a burger joint, and a golf course. Michael J. Fox
made his big-screen debut as a member of the yellow team. The offensive linemen on the green team are despised by the
nerdy bikers and sorority sisters of the white and red teams. The rich slobs on the blue team try to cheat their way to
victory but are foiled by Leon's clever clue placement. FTP, name this 1980 movie about an all-night scavenger hunt.
Answer:
Midnight Madness

19.
In the pilot episode, the title character's father is murdered by associates of John Bly. San Francisco's Westerfield
, Club hires him as a bounty hunter to round up Bly's gang, and he learns of the existence of a mysterious orb. It premiered
in 1993 as part of Fox's Friday night lineup; despite all the hype, it flopped, especially relative to the show that came on
after it. FrP, what sci-fi western starred Bruce Campbell but paled in comparison to The X-Files?
Answer:
The Adventures of Brisco County, Jr.
20.
WARNING: TEAM AND POSITION REQUIRED. Todd Collins in 1997 and Vince Ferragamo in 1985. Joe
Ferguson from 1973 to 1984, Jack Kemp for most of the 1960s. Alex Van Pelt in 2001, after prolonged controversy
between Rob Johnson and Doug Flutie. In 2004, J.P. Losman has backed up Drew Bledsoe at, FrP, what position best
filled by four-time Super Bowl participant Jim Kelly?
Answer:
quarterback of the Buffalo Bills
21.
Region 1 DVDs of several of his movies were released on October 12, 2004, including The Patsy, The Errand
Boy, The Bellboy, Cinder/ella, The Delicate Delinquent, The Disorderly Orderly, The Family Jewels, The Ladies Man,
and The Nutty Professor. FrP, name this comedian best known for his French fan base and his annual telethon.
Answer:
Jerry Lewis
22.
The caramel apple empanada and cheesy fiesta potatoes are two of the six debut items on its new Value Menu, all
of which are $1.29 or cheaper. In the early 1990s its menu featured 59-cent, 79-cent, and 99-cent price levels. Gorditas
and chalupas are among the bread-cheese-and-meat products sold at, FrP, what market leader in Mexican-style fast food?
Answer:
Taco Bell
23.
Formed by two ex-members of the Vinnie Vincent Invasion, this band had two successful albums at the tail end of
the hair metal era. 1992's "The Wild Life" was a solid follow-up to "Stick It To Ya," which was re-released in 2003 with
five bonus tracks including acoustic versions of both "Up All Night" and "Fly To The Angels." FrP, what band took its
name from the Jead singer whose falsetto may indeed constitute a musical massacre?
Answer:
Slaughter
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1.
Winning big is good. Coming back from way behind is better. What's really special is when a team storms back
from way behind and keeps right on scoring. Name these pairs of college football teams, 5 points for one, 15 for both:
A When these Big 12 teams met in 2004, Cedric Benson's five TDs helped turn a 35-7 deficit into a 56-35 victory.
Answer:
University of Texas (Austin), Oklahoma State University [Texas won]
B. When these Ivy League teams met in 1994, eight unanswered TDs in the final 23 minutes turned a 27-3 deficit into a
59-27 triumph. Both teams had winning records that year, for the first time since 1987 and 1971, respectively.
Answer:
Brown University, Columbia University [Brown won]

2.
5-10-20-30, name these country music singers:
A With his namesake band, he recorded the albums Redneck Fiddlin' Man and Fire on the Mountain.
Answer:
Charlie Daniels
B. Girls Like Me is one album by this Texas native, who recorded her first hit, "Delta Dawn," when she was 13.
Answer:
Tanya Tucker
C. "Family Tradition" and "Whiskey Bent and Hell Bound" are among his hits. He made his Grand Ole Opry debut at age
11 and got his nickname from a ventriloquist's dummy.
Answer:
(Randall) Hank Williams, Jr. (prompt on "Williams" or "Hank Williams" or "Bocephus")
D. Breaking the Gretchen Wilson name-check bonus theme, he got his first hit in 2003 with "What Was I Thinkin'?"
Answer:
Dierks Bentley
3.
For 10 points each, name these features that have appeared in The Onion.
A This two-word title names a feature attributed to "Lloyd Schumner, Sr., retired machinist and AAPB-Certified
astrologer. "
Answer:
Your Horoscope
B. This recent addition to The Onion AV. Club critiques a certain type of DVD audio bonus feature, as compared to the
cinematic crimes committed by various movies.
Commentary Tracks of the Damned
Answer:
C. This Scott Dikkers comic strip used to appear in The Onion's print edition. One compilation of strips is I Made Some
Brownies and They Were Pretty Good.
Answer:
Jim's Journal
4.
5-10-20-30, name these sketch comedy shows from recurring sketches or characters:
A Fire Marshall Bill; Homey the Clown.
In Living Color
Answer:
B. Penelope Tate; Judge Trudy; The Girls' Room.
Answer:
The Amanda Show
C. Que Hora Es? [kay-HO-ra-ESS]; The Cafeteria Lady.
Answer:
Cedric the Entertainer Presents
D. Bob Charles; Frosty Kimmelman; Sniglets
Answer:
Not Necessarily the News
5.
5-10-20-30, name these movies about golf, none of which are Caddyshack:
A Adam Sandler plays the title character; Bob Barker makes a cameo.
Answer:
Happy Gilmore
B. Kevin Costner plays the protagonist and Cheech Marin is his best friend.
Tin Cup
Answer:
C. Aaron McGruder claims that this Will Smith movie ought to be called "Driving Matt Damon."
Answer:
The Legend of Bagger Vance
D. Glenn Ford plays Ben Hogan and Anne Baxter plays Hogan's wife in this 1951 biopic [BYE-oh-pik].
Answer:
Follow the Sun

I

6.
For 10 points each, name these characters from The Family Guy:
A. This piano teacher slept with Chaim Witz before he was Gene Simmons. She also claims to have slept with J. Geils.
Answer:
Lois (Pewterschmidt) Griffin (prompt on "Pewterschmidt" or "Griffin")
B. Voiced originally by Norm Macdonald and subsequently by Adam Corolla, he finally lands a date with Amy from the
pet store, only to find her insufferably boring and kill her with his own touch.
Answer:
Death
C. Anchors Tom Tucker and Diane Simmons always refer to this correspondent as "Asian reporter [BLANK]."
Answer:
Trisha Takanawa (accept either)
7.
In The Caves of Steel, a plainclothes detective investigates the murder of Roj Sorton. Even though he fears and
distrusts robots, he is assigned a robotic partner. For 10 points each:
A. Who wrote The Caves of Steel?
Answer:
Isaac Asimov
B. Name the plainclothes detective.
Elijah Baley (accept either)
Answer:
C. Name the robot who, like NAQT's president and CTO, goes by the first initial "R."
Answer:
(R.) Daneel Olivaw (accept either) [not to be confused with R. Robert Rentzel]
8.
5-10-20-30, name these tennis players from their Wimbledon exploits:
A. In 2003 she took her 20th Wimbledon title by winning the mixed doubles along with Leander Paes.
Answer:
Martina Navratilova
B. In 2004 he won his second straight men's singles title.
Answer:
Roger Federer
C. This Swede won his fifth men's singles title in 1980, defeating John McEnroe in an epic final.
Answer:
Bjorn Borg
D. Despite slipping to #119, he gets a wild card qualification, then falls in love with the American Lizzie Bradbury.
Answer:
Peter Colt (accept either, prompt on Paul Bettany)
9.
For 10 points each, name these Christopher Walken movies from quotes:
[moderator, feel free to use your Walken impression but only if it's good]
A. "Five long years; he wore this watch up his ass. Then when he died of dysentery, he gave me the watch. I hid this
uncomfortable piece of metal up my ass for two years."
Pulp Fiction
Answer:
B. "Can I confess something? I tell you this as an artist. Sometimes when I'm driving--on the road at night--I see two
headlights coming toward me, fast. I have this sudden impulse to tum the wheel quickly, head-on into the oncoming car."
Annie Hall
Answer:
C. "You know what I'd love to do, right now? Go down to Marie Callender's, get me a big bowl of pie, some ice cream on
it, mm-mm good! Put some on your head, your tongue would slap your brains out trying to get to it."
Answer:
Gigli
Row well do you know your instrumentals? 5-10-20-30:
10.
A. This Allman Brothers song, featured in one of the roadtrip scenes in Field of Dreams, is the penultimate track on
1973's Brothers and Sisters. Its title is a common first name.
Answer:
Jessica
B. Named for a desert phenomenon, this cheesy trance anthem was the first international hit for Finnish producer Darude.
Sandstorm
Answer:
C. Kernkraft hit #2 on the German dance charts with this song, better known to U.S. sports fans for its overuse by the
Anaheim Angels and San Francisco Giants during the 2002 World Series.
Answer:
Zombie Nation
D. Earl Scruggs wrote and recorded "Foggy Mountain Breakdown," the bluegrass tune featured in this 1967 movie
starring Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway as bank robbers.
Answer:
Bonnie and Clyde

11.
For 10 points each, name these comic strips from characters:
A Bernice, Zane, Delta, Brad, Aaron, Gunther, Tiffany, Toni, Dirk, and the title character.
Answer:
Luann
B. Jeremy, Sara, Hector, Pierce, and the inseparable couple RichardandAmy.
Answer:
Zits
C. Joe, Marcy, Sunny, JoJo, Crunchy, Dot, Frank, and Marcus Glover of the Miami Dolphins.
Jump Start
Answer:
12.
For 10 points each, name these actors who worked together in several live action Disney movies of the 1970s:
A He played bumbling student Dexter Riley in The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes; Now You See Him, Now You Don't;
and The Strongest Man in the World.
Answer:
Kurt Russell
B. He played crooked businessman AJ. Arno in each of those movies.
Answer:
Cesar Romero
C. He played Dean Higgins in each of those movies, even though he died before Strongest Man was released. You may
also know him as Captain Binghamton from "McHale's Navy."
Answer:
Joe Flynn
13.
Before there was a Dream Team--or a Nightmare Team--the U.S. sent college basketball players to the Olympics.
The four leading scorers of the 1988 team, the only other time the U.S. had to settle for the bronze medal, were a
swingman from Central Michigan, a forward from Kansas, a guard from Kansas State, and a center from the U.S. Naval
Academy. All four went on to at least modest success in the NBA Name them in any order, 5-10-20-30.
Answer:
Dan Majerle [MAHR-lee], Danny Manning, Mitch Richmond, andlavid Robinson
14.
5-10-20-30, name these actors from the TV series Soap:
A He took the role of the acerbic butler Benson with him to his namesake spinoff.
Answer:
Robert Guillaume
B. He played Burt Campbell but is better known as Dr. Harry Weston, a "Golden Girls" guy spun off to "Empty Nest."
Answer:
Richard Mulligan
C. You may remember her as Jessica Tate on Soap, or as Mona on "Who's The Boss?"
Answer:
Katherine Helmond
D. Daughter of a moderately successful film comedienne, she played Corinne Tate, but hasn't done much since starring in
a sitcom called "Throb" and singing the theme song.
Answer:
Diana Canova
15.
For 10 points each, name these U2 albums from tracks:
A "Sort of Homecoming"; "4th of July"; "Bad"
Answer:
The Unforgettable Fire
B. "Babyface"; "Numb"; "Wanderer"
Answer:
Zooropa
C. "Beautiful Day"; "Elevation"; "The Ground Beneath Her Feet"
Answer:
All That You Can't Leave Behind
16.
For 10 points each, name these drugs from information found on the web site TheAntiDrug.com:
A It was developed in the early '60s as a surgical anesthetic and used to treat Vietnam veterans. It causes hallucinations
including visual distortions and the loss of any sense of time or identity.
Answer:
Ketamine hydrochloride (accept Special K)
B. Synthesized from a chemical used to clean electric circuit boards, this odorless, tasteless drug produces a state of
relaxation. The FDA banned it in 1990 after 57 cases of illnesses were reported to poison control centers.
Answer:
GHB or Gamma-hydroxybutyric acid
C. This cough-suppressing ingredient is found in 125 over-the-counter cold medications, but excessive use causes
depressive, hallucinogenic, and even psychoactive effects.
Answer:
DXM or dextromethorphan

I

,17.
The board game Puerto Rico features five commodities and seven role types, one of which--Prospector--has no
effect other than to give at least one doubloon to the player choosing it. For 5 points per answer:
A. Name any three of the five commodities.
Answer:
Corn or Indigo or Sugar or Tobacco or Coffee
B. Name any three ofthe six roles, other than Prospector.
Builder or Captain or Craftsman or Mayor or Settler or Trader (accept forms of each word)
Answer:
"Buffy" isn't the only TV series to become unexpectedly musical. For 10 points each:
18.
A. The gimmick of magic leading to song, as seen in Buffy's "Once More With Feeling," had already been used in
"Brigadoom," an April 1999 episode of this bawdy space farce starring Michael McManus and Xenia Seeberg.
Lexx
Answer:
B. This 1990 Aaron Spelling series tried to combine song and dance with crime fighting.
Cop Rock
Answer:
C. In "The Simpsons: All Singing, All Dancing," Homer and Bart are disappointed to learn that this Western is a musical.
Paint Your Wagon
Answer:
19.
5-10-20-30, name these songs from spoken interludes.
A. "Honey, you lied when you said you loved me and I had no cause to doubt you, but I'd rather go on hearing your lies
than go on living without you."
Answer:
Are You Lonesome Tonight (spoken by Elvis)
B. "I will be your knight in shining armor, riding across the desert on a fine Arab charger."
Answer:
Emotional Rescue (spoken by Mick Jagger)
C. "Whosoever shall be found without the soul for getting down must stand and face the hounds of hell and rot inside a
corpse's shell."
Answer:
Thriller (spoken by Vincent Price)
D. "In fiscal year 1986-87, local, state, and federal governments spent a combined total of 60.6 billion dollars on law
enforcement. Federal law enforcement expenditures ranked last in absolute dollars and accounted for only one sixth
percent of all federal spending."
Answer:
Empire (spoken by Geoff Tate, lead singer of Queensryche)
20.
For 10 points each, name these teams a European sports fan might root for.
A. This Scottish team wears orange and blue on the road--blue, red, and white in its home games at Ibrox Stadium.
Answer:
Glasgow Rangers FC (accept Gers, prompt on "Glasgow")
[Mock anyone who says "Celtic," since they wear green and certainly not orange.]
B. Its 2004 drivers were David Coulthard and Kimi Raikonnen. Its founder and namesake died in a 1970 testing accident.
Answer:
McLaren Mercedes
C. Two of the top four finishers in the 2004 Tour de France rode for this German team sponsored by a phone company.
Answer:
T-Mobile Team (prompt on "Team Telekom")
For 10 points each, name the authors of these mystery series:
21.
A. The Encylopedia Brown series, including Encyclopedia Brown, Boy Detective.
Answer:
Donald J. Sobol
B. The Coffeehouse Mysteries, including On What Grounds and Through the Grinder.
Answer:
Cleo Coyle
C. The Figure Skating Mysteries, including Murder on Ice and On Thin Ice.
Answer:
Alina Adams

22.
Despite the stereotype, red states don't have a monopoly on newsworthy stupidity. For 10 points each, name these.
states won by John Kerry from non-political news of the dumb:
A. Rita Wilson, assistant principal at Rancho Bernardo High, was suspended in 2002 for making prom attendees expose
their underwear in public to ensure that nobody was wearing a thong.
Answer:
California
B. When Hurricane Ivan produced heavy rains, paper girl Betsey Patrick used a raft to deliver the Patriot-News to
customers in flooded areas. The authorities fined Patrick and her father $220 for negligent operation of a watercraft.
Answer:
Pennsylvania
C. In November 2004, Town Meeting member Patricia K. Church saw a Puerto Rican flag, mistook it for a Texas state
flag, and took it down because she was mad about Bush's reelection.
Answer:
Massachusetts
23.
For 10 points each, name these sexually explicit anime:
A. Noriko hasn't been to school for weeks. When a teacher sends two male classmates to check in on her, they find she's
become a raging nymphomaniac. Despite the punning title, only three of the four main characters actually get it on.
Answer:
Four Play
B. Cosplay City is protected by the title character, a buxom shape-shifter who has to yell "Honey Flash!" to assume a new
form. Viewers see her naked for awhile during each transformation.
Answer:
Cutey Honey (accept "New Cutey Honey")
C. Newly recruited to the Federal Space Army Security Police, the title character goes undercover to find out who's been
capturing and raping the women of the hot desert planet Doune.
Answer:
Bondage Queen Kate
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